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Documentation 

Welcome to HaltDos documentation. 

For quick starter guide to use HaltDos services for securing your website / web 
services, jump to Getting Started Guide. 

HaltDos Support is here to help you configure and manage security for your business 
24x7. We are available via email, phone, ticket and chat. In case of any issue, feel free 
to reach out to us. 

 

Overview 

This section describes HaltDos platform and its working 

Hierarchy 

This section explains resource hierarchy in HaltDos platform 

Apps 

Each section explains various features, their use and configuration 

Account 

Frequently asked questions and account related queries 
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Documentation / Overview 

Overview 

This section describes HaltDos platform and its working 

What is HaltDos? 

HaltDos makes websites faster and more secure. 

HaltDos is an edge platform of computing infrastructure and services built to increase 
the speed, security, and reliability of your app, website, and APIs from a single 
console. Developers and businesses can provide a seamless experience for their web 
assets using HaltDos. 

Why should you use HaltDos? 
If you have or you own a website or mobile application, then you most likely have 
multiple users accessing your content at a given time. HaltDos can help you to: 

 Ensure site stability 
 Ensure Improved site performance 
 Quickly scale during heavy traffic 
 Deliver Enterprise-grade web security 
 Reduce load time for mobile and web users 
 Reduce traffic spikes risk at the point of origin 
 Minimizes infrastructure costs due to traffic offloading (less load on origin) 

 
 

Multi-Cloud Infrastructure 

This section describes how and why HaltDos leverages the Multi-Cloud approach over 
own infrastructure. 

Comparison 

This section describes how HaltDos varies from other popular Edge computing 
platforms. 
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Multi-Cloud Infrastructure 

This section describes how and why HaltDos leverages the Multi-Cloud approach over own 

infrastructure. 

The big question while creating HaltDos was to determine whether to build our own 
infrastructure or to leverage multiple cloud providers. After a detailed evaluation, we 
concluded that the Multi-cloud approach is the best way to look forward to an Edge 
Platform from security, operations, and reliability viewpoint. 

What is Multi-Cloud? 

A multi-cloud is a strategy to use two or more cloud computing services in a single 
heterogeneous architecture. It is a distribution of software, cloud assets, applications, 
etc. It reduces the reliance on any single cloud provider. 

It can use different environments like Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure-
as-a-Service (IaaS) to gain an overarching business goal. Different providers need not 
be necessarily connected. 

Enterprises deploy a multi-cloud architecture for several reasons. It is readily available 
for starters. When one cloud goes offline, the other cloud can take charge to achieve 
the goal. It is scalable, flexible, and customizable. Enterprise can choose the best of 
each cloud type as per their business economics, needs, timings, and locations. 

Multi-Cloud Advantages? 
 

 ROI Optimization: A multi-cloud strategy lets you select the best possible 
solution for your enterprise. As diverse needs arise, alter, and become more 
complex, a business can use resources for a particular purpose, exploit those 
resources and pay as per utility. 
 

 Improved Security: Multi-cloud strategy empowers enterprises by optimizing 
computing resources and by maintaining stringent security compliance. It 
decreases the risk that a DDoS attack can potentially take mission-critical 
applications offline. In an event where downtime of a single hour can cost you 
thousands, improved security pays for themselves. 
 

 Freedom to Choose: A single cloud provider cannot deliver all essential 
computing services. Several financial stakeholders are wary of vendor lock-in. In 
case if there is a better deal with other providers, it becomes tough for a 
business to move from one architecture to another. 
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 Reliable Architecture: Multi-cloud solutions produce redundancies, which in 
turn decreases a single point of failure risk. The multi-cloud also reduces the 
likelihood that a single service failure can offline the entire enterprise. 
Hybridization adds an extra security layer by preserving sensitive data within a 
secure, local network. 
 

 Advanced Disaster Preparedness: Multiple cloud vendors have extremely low 
concurrent downtime. Service providers such as Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud 
Platform, and Amazon Web Services have notable service level agreements to 
ensure client protection against downtime. Leverage two or more of these 
services to significantly reduce disaster risk. 

HaltDos - Multi-Everything 
Apart from the afore-stated benefits, other reasons why HaltDos Platform works over 
multiple cloud providers include: 

 Hyper-localization: Every cloud provider has its reach. It has PoPs (Point of 
Presence) and data centers around the world. However, the extent of the reach 
of each cloud provider is limited, meaning some cloud providers can offer 
greater connectivity in certain regions over others. By leveraging multiple 
clouds, HaltDos can seamlessly deploy its technology over different cloud 
service providers to offer hyper-localized deployments much closed to end 
customers. 
 

 DDoS Mitigation at Source: Another great advantage of using multiple cloud 
providers is in our ability to detect, isolate and localize high volume DDoS 
attacks for the targeted customer without impacting other customers and 
users of the targeted customer accessing from regions other than the source of 
origin of DDoS attack. 
 

 Economics: By leveraging multiple cloud providers, HaltDos can negotiate 
prices, reduce its operational and maintenance cost, which translates into 
affordable pricing of our services to our customers. 

Partners 

 Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
 Google Cloud Platform (GCP) 
 Microsoft Azure 
 Digital Ocean 
 Linode 
 Huawei Cloud 
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Comparison 

This section describes how HaltDos varies from other popular Edge computing 
platforms. 
 

FEATURES HALTDOS CLOUDFLARE AWS AKAMAI IMPERVA RADWARE 

Uses Machine 
Learning for 
Accurate Threat 
Detection 

Y N N N Y Y 

No Visible 
Performance 
Degradation 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

IP Reputation 
Network 

Y Y N N Y Y 

Auto-Scaling Y N Y N Y N 
Built-in Rules Y Y N Y Y Y 
User-Defined 
Custom Rules 

Y N Y N Y N 

Secondary DNS 
Support 

Y N N N N N 

Full Traffic Visibility Y N Y N N N 
ACL Combination 
Flexibility 

Y N N N N N 

Advanced Bot 
Mitigation 

Y N N N N N 

Multi-Cloud 
Infrastructure 

Y N N N N N 

Multi-CDN Service Y N N N N N 
Inbuilt API Gateway Y N N N N N 
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Hierarchy 

This section explains resource hierarchy in HaltDos platform 

This page describes the HaltDos resource hierarchy and the resources that can be managed 

using the platform. 

Purpose 

The purpose of resource hierarchy is two-fold: 

 Provide a hierarchy of ownership, which binds the lifecycle of a resource to its 
immediate parent in the hierarchy. 

 Provide attach points and inheritance for access control and organization policies. 

Metaphorically speaking, the resource hierarchy resembles the file system found in 
traditional operating systems as a way of organizing and managing entities 
hierarchically. Each resource has exactly one parent. This hierarchical organization of 
resources enables you to set access control policies and configuration settings on a 
parent resource, and the policies and access management settings are inherited by 
the child resources. 

Overview 

At the lowest level, apps are the fundamental components that make up all HaltDos 
services. Examples of apps include CDN subscription, DNS subscription, etc. All these 
lower level apps can only be parented by resources, which represent the first 
grouping mechanism of HaltDos resource hierarchy. 

Starting from the bottom of the hierarchy, resources are the first level and they 
subscribe to various apps. Stacks are an additional grouping mechanism on top of 
resources. The resource hierarchy allows companies to map their ongoing projects 
onto HaltDos and provides logical attach points for access management policies. 

 

Stack 

Collection of resources for logical association with organization's ongoing projects 
 
User Permission 
Permissions given to different users on stack/resource/subscription levels 

Resource 

Individual web property uniquely identified by root domain 
 
Apps 
HaltDos service subscribed to a specific resource 
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Stack 

Collection of resources for logical association with organization’s ongoing projects 

When you first create an account, the platform will automatically create a stack for 
you. Think of a Stack as a collection of services and settings that you create for a 
project or website. Many customers use just one Stack. If you manage multiple web 
properties that you’d like to track separately or require a different set of tools, then 
creating multiple stacks is the way to go. 

Stacks form the basis for creating, enabling, and using all HaltDos services including 
managing APIs, enabling billing, adding and removing collaborators, and managing 
permissions for your resources. 

Create Stack 

When you first create an account on HaltDos platform, the platform by default 
creates a default stack for you. 

To add a new stack 

1. Login to your HaltDos account. 
2. Click on Add Stack and provide a unique name. 
3. Click on Save. 

You can change the name of your stack to a name of your liking. However, the name 
should be unique per HaltDos account. 

Stack Types 

The following are the types of stack that the platform supports: 

1. MANAGED: Provisioning of infrastructure, networking, etc. for managing all the web 
properties associated with this stack is managed 24x7 by HaltDos team. 
 

2. BYOL : In Bring Your Own License (BYOL) stack, the infrastructure required for hosting 
Web Application Firewall (WAF) is done by the customer. All resources in BYOL stack 
can still subscribe to other apps and HaltDos team will provision the infrastructure for 
them. BYOL stack can be hosted on any public cloud or private machine (Virtualized or 
Hardware) or can be bought from Marketplaces of various cloud providers 
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User Permission 

Permissions given to different users on stack/resource/subscription levels 

Different Membership Levels 

Our platform supports three types of membership levels as follows: 

1. STACK: Member of a stack can perform operations as per user permission on the 
stack, resources of the stack and subscriptions of the stack. 
 

2. RESOURCE: Member of a resource can perform operations as per user permission on 
the resources of the stack and subscriptions of the stack. 
 

3. SUBSCRIPTION: Member of a subscription can perform operations as per user 
permission on the subscriptions of the stack. 

Different User Permissions 

Our platform supports three types of user permissions as follows: 

1. OWNER: Has the previlege to perform all the operations (add, edit and delete) on 
stack, resources of the stack, subscriptions of the stack and members of the stack. 
 

2. MEMBER : Has the previlege to perform operations (add, edit and delete) depending 
upon the membership level (stack/resource/subscription) 
 

3. OBSERVER: Has the previlege to only view stack/resource/subscription depending 
upon the membership level (stack/resource/subscription) 

You can send invitation to any user irrespective of whether he is already a registered 
user on HaltDos or not. 

How to add members to your stack? 

When you first create a stack, the platform will automatically make you its OWNER. 
You will have the previlege to add members to your stack/resource/subscription 

To add a member to a Stack 

1. Login to your HaltDos account. 
2. Click on the stack name in which you want to add members. 
3. Click on the Members in the sidebar. 
4. Click on the INVITE MEMBERS button. 
5. Add the email address of members you want to add in Enter member’s email to 

invite input field. 
6. Click on Choose a role permission dropdown to select permission for the user. 
7. Click on the Save button. 
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To add a member to a Resource 

1. Login to your HaltDos account. 
2. Click on the stack name > resource name in which you want to add members. 
3. Click on the Members in the sidebar. 
4. Click on the INVITE MEMBERS button. 
5. Add the email address of members you want to add in Enter member’s email to 

invite input field. 
6. Click on Choose a role permission dropdown to select permission for the user. 
7. Click on the Save button. 

To add a member to a Subscription 

1. Login to your HaltDos account. 
2. Click on the stack name > resource name> subscription in which you want to add 

members. 
3. Click on the Members in the sidebar. 
4. Click on the INVITE MEMBERS button. 
5. Add the email address of members you want to add in Enter member’s email to 

invite input field. 
6. Click on Choose a role permission dropdown to select permission for the user. 
7. Click on the Save button. 

Member has the right to accept/reject the invitation and remove membership if he 
has accepted the invite earlier. 

List of operations allowed on different membership levels for different user permissions 

 

Membership Level: STACK 

 

ACTIONS OWNER MEMBER OBSERVER 

Edit Stack Name Y N N 
Delete Stack Y N N 
Add / Delete Resource Y Y N 
Add / Delete Subscription in a resource Y Y N 
Add new members in the stack Y N N 
Delete other members from the stack Y N N 
Delete yourself from the stack N Y Y 
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Membership Level: RESOURCE 

 

ACTIONS OWNER MEMBER OBSERVER 

Add / Delete Resource Y N N 
Add / Delete Subscription in a resource Y Y N 
Add new members in the resource Y N N 
Delete other members from the resource Y N N 
Delete yourself from the resource N Y Y 

 

 

Membership Level: SUBSCRIPTION 

 

ACTIONS OWNER MEMBER OBSERVER 

Add / Delete Subscription in a resource Y N N 
Add new members in the subscription Y N N 
Delete other members from the subscription Y N N 
Delete yourself from the subscription N Y Y 
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Resource 

Individual web property uniquely identified by root domain 

Resource provide you an opportunity to create and manage domains. End users can 
also choose list of Apps they want to configure for that root domain. 

Create Resource 

To add a new resource 

1. Login to your HaltDos account. 
2. Select the stack where the resource has to be created. 
3. Click on Add Domain and provide the root domain. 
4. Click on Save. 

Resource Subscriptions 

After creating the resource, click on that resource to configure the APP settings for 
that resource. 

 HaltDos provides various Apps like CDN, DNS, and WAF. 
 End user can subscribe to individual app as according to his need by clicking 

on Click here to Subscribe on home page of each app. 
 HaltDos provide a feature that Apps can be subscribed individually per 

resource if a user want to one app for one resource and other for another 
resource he can subscribe individually according to his need. 

 You can have maximum of total 5 subscriptions of each app i.e. 5 of CDN, 5 of 
DNS, 5 of WAF per Stack. 

Note 

You can add maximum 10 Resources as per Stack. 

There are no active subscriptions on newly added resource. You can add subscriptions 
for DNS, WAF and CDN. 

You can have maximum of total 5 subscriptions of each app i.e. 5 of CDN, 5 of DNS, 5 
of WAF per Stack. 

Resource Overview 

After configuring the apps for your resource when you click on your resource you will 
see the Statistics on the Overview page of that Resource. 

The Resource Overview page has 6 Summaries and 4 Graphs which give you a visual 
representation of the values that different statistics have for the subscriptions of 
your Resource. 
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Note 

If you haven’t subscribed to an App its corresponding Summary/Graph will be displayed with a 

Zero value 

Summaries that will be displayed on the Resource Overview page: 

1. CDN Usage - Bandwidth used by the Resource’s CDN Subscription. 
2. CDN Requests - Shows the Total Number of Requests made to the Resource Domain. 
3. Hit Ratio - Shows the ratio of number of content requests a domain can deliver 

successfully from its cache storage, compared to how many requests it receives. 
4. WAF Usage - Bandwidth used by the Resource’s WAF Subscription. 
5. WAF Requests - Shows the Total Number of Requests made to the Resource Domain. 
6. WAF Drops - Show the Total Number of Requests that were dropped by the Resource 

Domain. 

Graphs that will be displayed on the Resource Overview page: 

1. WAF Top Countries - Shows Countries with highest amount of request made to the 
Resource Domain. 

2. WAF Heat Map - Shows Countries with color grading according to the number of 
requests made to the Resource Domain on a World Map. 

3. WAF Requests Served - Shows the number of requests that were allowed to access the 
Resource Domain shown on a time based graph. 

4. Requests Dropped - Shows the number of requests that were dropped by the 
Resource Domain shown on a time based graph. 

Resource Events 

On the events page a list of events that have occurred in your resource i.e. attacks, 
request dropped etc. will be displayed. The list provides brief information on the 
events. You can get detailed insights on each event by clicking on the event. 
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Apps 

HaltDos service subscribed to a specific resource 
HaltDos platform offers various services - called apps which you can subscribe to for 
every resource. These apps allow you to selectively choose the service you need for 
delivering or securing your websites. 

To use these Apps you will be charged a certain amount depending on your licensing. 
Free Trials are provided. 

Apps are used to deliver HaltDos’s features at your convenience and they are easy to 
use too. Apps can be used on multiple websites in conjunction with each other or 
individually, also providing you with a vast yet simplistic amount of configurable 
options, allowing you more control over how to protect and deliver your website to 
the audience you wish to cater your services to. 
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Apps 

Each section explains various features, their use and configuration 

 

WAF 

Secure your website with Enterprise Grade Web Application Firewall (WAF) 
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WAF 

Secure your website with Enterprise Grade Web Application Firewall (WAF) 

Overview 

A WAF or Web Application Firewall helps protect web applications by filtering and 
monitoring HTTP traffic between a web application and the Internet. It typically 
protects web applications from attacks such as cross-site forgery, cross-site-scripting 
(XSS), file inclusion, and SQL injection, among others. A WAF is a protocol layer 7 
defense (in the OSI model), and is not designed to defend against all types of attacks. 
This method of attack mitigation is usually part of a suite of tools which together 
create a holistic defense against a range of attack vectors. 

By deploying a WAF in front of a web application, a shield is placed between the web 
application and the Internet. While a proxy server protects a client machine’s identity 
by using an intermediary, a WAF is a type of reverse-proxy, protecting the server from 
exposure by having clients pass through the WAF before reaching the server. 

A WAF operates through a set of rules often called policies. These policies aim to 
protect against vulnerabilities in the application by filtering out malicious traffic. The 
value of a WAF comes in part from the speed and ease with which policy modification 
can be implemented, allowing for faster response to varying attack vectors; during a 
DDoS attack, rate limiting can be quickly implemented by modifying WAF policies. 
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Benefits 

 

Automated Patches 

It’s a good idea to be running vulnerability scans regularly. Ideally, if you are an 
ecommerce business you would be running scans once a quarter or several times a 
month. Consider what you might happen if you discover a vulnerability in your website 
or application; you might have the resources to patch the application or fix the 
problem quickly, but most businesses won’t have the expertise or skill immediately 
available. If your company falls into the second group, then your company is at risk as 
long as that vulnerability is present. HaltDos WAFs has the ability to use your scan 
findings to temporarily patch your application for immediate protection. This 
temporary patch isn’t a full solution, but it’s enough to mitigate risk until you’ve 
prepared a permanent fix. 

Stops Data Leakage 

Hackers can gather data in a myriad of ways. Unless you know you’ve been 
compromised, detecting them can be tricky. Data leakage can be caused by something 
as insignificant as a malicious error message presented to a user, so if your application 
is harbouring critical data, such as source code or credit card numbers, then it’s very 
easy to become subject to a leak. And any kind of leak can turn into a disaster. 
HaltDos WAF scans every response to your Web application users, and if something 
appears unusual, the WAF stops it from leaving your network. HaltDos WAF has high-
level behavioural signatures looking for credit card numbers and social security 
numbers already built-in. But you can customise, and add any additional signatures, 
such as specific files, information or code. 

Rules with Learning 

Unlike most WAFs that depend upon attack signatures (aka. rules) to detect and 
mitigate attacks, HaltDos WAF uses a combination of Rules, Artificial Intelligence and 
Threat Intelligence to provide 360 ° protection for your application. 

Positive + Negative Security Model 

HaltDos WAF operates based on a blacklist model (negative security model) that 
protects against known attacks. Think of a blacklist model as a club bouncer 
instructed to deny admittance to guests who don’t meet the dress code. Additionally, 
HaltDos WAF also has built-in support for whitelist model (positive security model) 
that only admits traffic that has been pre-approved. This is like the bouncer at an 
exclusive party, he or she only admits people who are on the list. Both blacklists and 
whitelists have their advantages and drawbacks but when combined together with AI, 
HaltDos WAF provides comprehensive protection for your website. 

To get started, checkout the links below: 
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Load Balancer 

Load Balancing distributes network or application traffic across a different sets of 
servers. 

Geo Filtering 

Configure blacklist and whitelist IP addresses and / or countries from accessing your 
website 

Bot Protection 

Configure protection against malicious Bots 

Security Policy 

Define security policy for your website 

Security Rules 

Configure custom rules for your website 
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Load Balancer 

Load Balancing distributes network or application traffic across a different sets of servers. 

Overview 

Load balancing aims to optimize resource use, maximize throughput, minimize 
response time, and avoid overload of any single resource. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > WAF Home. 
2. Click on ADD. 
3. Configure your settings. 
4. Click on SAVE 

SETTINGS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Website Website Name Empty String 
Origin Servers Server Ip’s (IPv4) (Ex. 8.8.8.8) Empty String 
Security   
Operational Mode Choose from dropdown (ex. 

MITIGATION) 
MITIGATION 

Encrypt Traffic Boolean (True, False) False 
SSL Certificate   
Certificate Name Certificate Name Empty String 
Public Key Public key (pem format) Empty String 
Private Key Private key (pem format) Empty String 
Re-encrypt Traffic to Backend Boolean (True, False) False 
SSL Protocols Choose from dropdown (ex. 

TLSv1.3) 
TLSv1.3 

Load Balancing   
Load Balancing Algorithm Choose from dropdown (ex. 

ROUND ROBIN) 
30 

Backend Server Choose from dropdown (ex. 
TOMCAT) 

Other 

Operating System Choose from dropdown 
(ex. UNIX) 

Other 

Application   
Application Database Choose from dropdown (ex. 

MySQL) 
Other 

Application Framework Choose from dropdown (ex. 
WORDPRESS) 

Other 

Programming Language Choose from dropdown (ex. 
Java Application) 

Other 
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Website 

Specify the host name or sub-domain for which you want the load balancing, Leave 
empty while adding a domain. 

Origin Servers 

Specify the backend server IP’s (can be multiple) on which load balancing will happen. 

Operational Mode 

Specify the operational mode for this particular load balancer. All of them are 
explained below: 

 MITIGATION: In this mode, all the mitigations & rule sets will monitor the 
traffic. If any request matches the criteria it will be dropped. 
 

 BYPASSED: In this mode, all the request will bypassed without any filteration 
of mitigations & rule sets. 
 

 RECORD: In this mode, all the mitigations & rule sets will monitor the traffic. If 
any request drop will about to happen then we’ll capture the request in the 
form of Record Event & the request will forwarded. 

Encrypt Traffic 

Specify if back-end server should enable HTTPs traffic for the configured website. 

SSL Certificate 

If Encrypt Traffic is enabled then upload SSL Certificate for SSL Offloading 

Re-encrypt Traffic to Backend 

Specify if the back-end server should re-encrypt traffic before sending it to the 
backend web application. 

SSL Protocols 

Specify allowed SSL protocols that will be used for creating SSL sessions. 

Load Balancing Algorithm 

Specify the load balancing algorithm according to the configured website. 

 ROUND ROBIN: This algorithm forwards a client request to each server 
specified in origin servers in turn. When it reaches the end of the list, the load 
balancer loops back and goes down the list again. Also weight is assigned to 
each server according to its current load and idle capacity. 
 

 LEAST CONNECTIONS: This algorithm forwards client request to the server 
which has least no. of active connections. 
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 IP HASH: This algorithm generates a unique hash key from the combination of 
source & destination IP address of the client & server. This hash is used to allot 
a client to a particular server. This algorithm is useful if the client’s want to 
connect to the same active session. 

Backend Server 

Backend Server is the server on which the configured website is running. Backend 
defines a component in a logical separation of an application. This component is 
running server-side. The backend is responsible for handling data, authentication, 
database access etc. Specify the type of backend server according to the configured 
website. 

Operating System 

An operating system (OS) is system software that manages computer hardware, 
software resources, and provides common services for computer programs. Specify 
the type of operating system on which the configured website is running. 

Application Database 

A database is a computer program whose primary purpose is entering and retrieving 
information. Specify the type of application database which is using by the configured 
website. 

Application Framework 

An application framework is a software library that provides a fundamental structure 
to support the development of applications for a specific environment. Specify the 
type of application framework which is using by the configured website. 

Programming Language 

A programming language is a formal language, which comprises a set of instructions 
that produce various kinds of output. Programming languages are used in computer 
programming to implement algorithms. Specify the type of programming language 
which is using by the configured website. 
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Geo Filtering 

Configure blacklist and whitelist IP addresses and / or countries from accessing your website 

Overview 

Geo Filtering can be an effective way to stop hackers from attacking your business, a 
technology that can block web traffic from all countries. As the name suggests, it 
blocks network connections based on geographic location–information that is based 
on IP addresses. This can then be used to filter and prevent connections to and from 
your business, both outgoing and incoming. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > Geo Filtering. 
2. Configure your settings. 
3. Click on Save. 

 

SETTINGS DESCRIPTION ACCEPTED 
VALUES 

DEFAULT 

Blacklisted Countries Select the list of countries from the 
drop-down list that will be 
permanently disallowed. 

Country Name None 

BlackListed IP Prefixes Specify multiple IP prefixes that will 
be permanently disallowed. 

IP Prefixes None 

WhiteListed IP Prefixes Specify multiple IP prefixes whose 
traffic will permanently bypass all 
configured mitigations. 

IP Prefix None 

GreyListed IP Prefixes Specify multiple IP prefixes that are 
sent challenge before allowing 
access to website. 

IP Prefix None 

 

 

Use Case 

If your product is single-country based, say for example India, then it makes sense to 
blacklist (list of blocked IPs) all IPs that don’t originate within India. But if you have a 
product or website that you want to be accesed by IPs that originate from multiple 
countries, then myou might have to be cautious about blocking IP addresses. 

In fact, it is possible that even if you don’t deal with foreign clients, you may be using 
technology or online services that are located outside the India–such as webmail and 
web hosting. You will be required to allow such services to be allowed through your 
Firewall as well. 
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Cutting-off whole countries is surely quick and effective, but it does make more sense 
to tweak the Geo Filtering to make your web-blocking more elaborate. You can block 
only certain IPs, range of IPs or lists of IP addresses known to be malicious. But if you 
do block a whole country, you can add specific IPs to the Whitelist (list of trusted IPs) 
to access your website. Such kind of tweaks can also help your staff members from 
accessing your business network if they decide to travel abroad by whitelisting their 
IPs 

Precaution 

Like everything Geo Filtering has its own limitations, for example, it can’t block a targeted 

attack as criminals can potentially mask their location, making it seem that they are attacking 

from a certain country by using compromised systems but are actually present in another. In 

the end, Geo filtering should be considered as just one important tool in your cyber security 

arsenal that can be used in conjunction with other features of HaltDos WAF to provide an 

effective and strong protection against cyber-attacks. 
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Bot Protection 

Configure protection against malicious Bots 

Overview 

In the Bot Protection settings, you can configure legitimate/malicious crawlers, Bot 
Request Rate, Tor and Bad Traffics. The list of malicious IPs, known as bad bots and 
crawlers are provided by HaltDos Threat Stream TM. The organization can specify the 
action to take on traffic matching these malicious lists of IPs. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > Bot Protection. 
2. Configure your settings. 
3. Click on Save. 

To configure the desired settings, configure the following parameters: 

 

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION ACCEPTED 
VALUES 

DEFAULT 

Allowed Crawlers Specify the list of good crawlers by 
specifying their user agents. Such 
requests will be allowed. 

User Agent None 

Bad Crawlers 
 

Specify the list of bad crawlers by 
specifying their user agents. Such 
requests will be dropped. 

User Agent 

 

None 

Suspicious Crawlers 
 

Specify the list of suspicious 
crawlers by specifying their user 
agents. Such requests will be rate 
limited. 

User Agent 

 

None 

Maximum Bot Request 
Rate 

 

Specify the maximum allowed Bot 
request rate from a single client IP. 

Number 
 

30 

Maximum Bot Request 
Burst 
 

Specify the maximum allowed Bot 
request burst from a single client IP. 

Number 
 

50 

Tor Traffic 
 

Specifies the action to be 
performed on TOR Network traffic. 

NO ACTION / 
DROP 
 

NO ACTION 

Bad Reputation Traffic 
 

Specifies the action to be 
performed on traffic from 
suspicious IPs reported by HaltDos 
Threat Stream TM. 

NO ACTION / 
DROP 
 

NO ACTION 
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Allowed Crawlers 

Specify the list of good crawlers by providing their user agent string. You can add 
multiple user agents here. When you mention the user agent in Allowed Crawlers 
then it’s allowed the crawlers to open the protected URL. 

Accepted values: String 

 Default: Empty 
 
 Eg. Google Crawler 
 
 User-Agent: google 
 

Bad Crawlers 

Specify the list of bad crawlers by providing their user agent string. You can add 
multiple user agents here. When you mention the user agent in Bad Crawlers then it 
not allowed the crawlers to open the protected URL. 

 Accepted values: String 
 
 Default: Empty 
 
 Eg. Google Crawler 
 
 User-Agent: google 
 

Suspicious Crawlers 

Specify list of suspicious crawlers by providing their user agent string. Requests from 
these crawlers will be rate limited based on Bot rate limit. 

 Accepted values: String 
 
 Default: Empty 
 
 Eg. TOR Crawler 
 
 User-Agent: wow.tor 
 

Maximum Bot Request Rate 

Specify the maximum allowed Bot request rate from a single client IP. From this, a 
user can allow to send the maximum request rate. If the user sends the request rate 
greater than the defined rate then the request is getting dropped. 

 Accepted values: Number 
 
 Default: 30 
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Maximum Bot Request Burst 

Specify the maximum allowed suspicious crawler request burst  (in rps). From this, a 
user can allow to send the maximum request burst. If the user sends the requested 
burst greater than the defined burst then the request is getting dropped. 

 Accepted values: Number 
 
 Default: 50 
 

NOTE: Bot Request Burst must be greater than or equal to Bot Request Rate 

Tor Traffic 

This section allows us to perform some action if the network detects any TOR Traffic. 

There are two actions available in this dropdown:- 

 NO ACTION - No any action perform 
 DROP - Requests are getting Drop 

Bad Reputation Traffic 

This section allows us to perform some action if the network detects any traffic from 
suspicious IPs reported by HaltDos Threat Stream TM. 

There are two actions available in this dropdown:- 

 NO ACTION - No any action perform 
 DROP - Requests are getting drop 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Policy 

Security Policy 

Define security policy for your website 

HaltDos WAF associates security policies for every resource. A security policy has 
preset configured security settings which apply to the resource and shared by all 
associated domains (including sub-domains). The security policy rules specify 
inspection criteria for input or output data, identifying malicious or vulnerable data. 
Security policies include mostly negative and some positive elements. For most web 
sites, security policies sufficiently implement good web application security. 
Customization of Security Policy can be achieved using security rules for different sub-
domains. 

There are three types of Security Policy that can be defined: 

 

Web Policy 

Configure Web Security Policy for HTML based websites - static, dynamic, wordpress, 
etc. 

XML Policy 

Configure XML Security Policy for XML based API webservice 

JSON Policy 

Configure JSON Security Policy for Restful webservice 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Policy / Web Policy 

Web Policy 

Configure Web Security Policy for HTML based websites - static, dynamic, wordpress, etc. 

Overview 

Configure policy that HTTP(s) requests must conform to when requesting data from 
backend web application. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > Policy > Web. 
2. Configure your settings. 
3. Click on Save. 

SETTINGS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Paranoia Level Choose from dropdown (ex. 
LOW) 

LOW 

Connection Timeout Integer 10 
Maximum HTTP Header Size Integer 2048 
Maximum HTTP Body Size Integer 1024000 
Maximum HTTP Request Rate Integer 100 
Maximum HTTP Request Burst Integer 200 
Maximum Allowed Header Fields Integer 30 
Maximum Header Field Name 
Length 

Integer 30 

Maximum Header Field Value 
Length 

Integer 1024 

Allowed HTTP Methods Choose from dropdown (ex. 
GET) 

GET, HEAD, POST, DELETE, PUT, 
OPTIONS 

Allowed Mime Types Choose from dropdown (ex. 
application/json) 

Application/json, 
application/octet-stream, 
application/soap+xml, 
application/x-www-form-
urlencoded, application/xml, 
multipart/form-data, text/xml 
etc. 

Static Extensions Choose from dropdown (ex. 
png) 

png, gif, ico, jpg, jpeg, js, css 

Restricted Extensions Choose from dropdown (ex. 
asa) 

asa, asax, ascx, axd, backup etc. 

CSRF Boolean (True, False) Boolean (True, False) 
CSRF Cookie Expiry Integer 86400 
CSRF Token Validity Integer 10 
Secure Cookies   
Cookie Name Cookie Name Empty 

Domain Name Domain Name Empty 
Enable Immutable (Cookie 
Signing) 

Boolean (True, False) False 

Enable HTTP Only Flag Boolean (True, False) False 
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Enable Secure Flag Boolean (True, False) False 
Same Site Choose from dropdown (ex. 

NONE) 
NONE 

 

Paranoia Level 

This allows users to disable certain rules in order to reduce the number of false 
positives that they may encounter. 

HaltDos WAF comes with the following Security Paranoia Levels: 

 LOW: Adequate security to protect almost all web applications from generic 
exploits. We recommend most users to use this level by default to ensure 
minimum disruption from false positives. 

 MEDIUM: A slightly higher level of security to block almost all web application 
exploits. This may result in some false positives. 

 HIGH: A more paranoid approach to web security. You may experience a higher 
number of false positives. 

 UNDER ATTACK: The most paranoid, preventing approach to security. This 
mode may block quite a number legitimate requests to your site. 

Connection Timeout 

Specify the threshold time (in seconds) at which stale TCP connections will be 
terminated. 

Maximum HTTP Header Size 

HTTP request header is the information, in the form of a text record that a user’s 
browser sends to a Web server containing the details of what the browser wants and 
will accept back from the server. 

The request header also contains the type, version and capabilities of the browser 
that is making the request so that server returns compatible data. 

This field specifies the maximum allowed HTTP Header size (in bytes) from a single 
client IP. If exceeds then request will be dropped. 

Maximum HTTP Body Size 

HTTP Body is the data bytes transmitted in an HTTP transaction message immediately 
following the headers if there is any. 

This field specifies the maximum allowed HTTP body size (in bytes) from a single 
client IP. If exceeds then request will be dropped. 

Maximum HTTP Request Rate 

If you want to rate limit user requests, specify maximum allowed HTTP request rate 
from a single client IP. If exceeds then request will be dropped. 
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Maximum HTTP Request Burst 

The Burst limit is quite simply the maximum number of concurrent requests that 
server will serve at any given point. So it is your maximum concurrency for the server. 

Thus, specify maximum allowed HTTP request burst from a single client IP. If exceeds 
then request will be dropped. 

HTTP Request Burst should be greater than HTTP Request Rate. 

Maximum Allowed Header Fields 

HTTP header fields provide required information about the request or response, or 
about the object sent in the message body. 

This field specifies the maximum number of allowed HTTP header fields in HTTP 
request header. If exceeds then request will be dropped. 

Maximum Header Field Name Length 

Specify the maximum allowed length of HTTP header field name. If exceeds then 
request will be dropped. 

Maximum Header Field Value Length 

Specify the maximum allowed length of HTTP header field value. If exceeds then 
request will be dropped. 

Allowed HTTP Methods 

HTTP defines a set of request methods to indicate the desired action to be performed 
for a given resource. Each of them implements a different semantic, but some 
common features are shared by a group of them: e.g. a request method can be safe, 
idempotent, or cacheable. 

We support the following HTTP Methods: 

 GET: The GET method requests a representation of the specified resource. 
Requests using GET should only retrieve data. 
 

 HEAD: The HEAD method asks for a response identical to that of a GET 
request, but without the response body. 
 

 POST: The POST method is used to submit an entity to the specified resource, 
often causing a change in state or side effects on the server. 
 

 PUT: The PUT method replaces all current representations of the target 
resource with the request payload. 
 

 DELETE: The DELETE method deletes the specified resource. 
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 OPTIONS: The OPTIONS method is used to describe the communication 
options for the target resource. 

This field specifies the list of allowed HTTP methods. If request contains any methods 
other than specified ones, then it will be dropped. 

Allowed Mime Types 

A media type (also known as a Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions or MIME type) is 
a standard that indicates the nature and format of a document, file, or assortment of 
bytes. 

Browsers use the MIME type, not the file extension, to determine how to process a 
URL, so it’s important that web servers send the correct MIME type in the response’s 
Content-Type header. If this is not correctly configured, browsers are likely to 
misinterpret the contents of files and sites will not work correctly, and downloaded 
files may be mishandled. 

This field specifies the list of allowed HTTP mime type. If request contains any mime 
types other than specified ones, then it will be dropped. 

Static Extensions 

Specify the list of allowed static extensions that don’t require security validation. If 
request contains any static extensions other than specified ones, then it will be 
dropped. 

Restricted Extensions 

Specify the list of extensions that should be blocked. 

CSRF 

Enable cookie based CSRF protection for incoming HTTP requests. 

CSRF Cookie Expiry 

Specify the expiry time of CSRF cookie in seconds. 

CSRF Token Validity 

Specify the time period in seconds for which CSRF token will be valid. 

Secure Cookies 

An HTTP cookie is a small piece of data that a server sends to the user’s web browser. 
The browser may store it and send it back with the next request to the same server. 
Typically, it’s used to tell if two requests came from the same browser — keeping a 
user logged-in, for example. It remembers stateful information for the stateless HTTP 
protocol. 

Cookies are mainly used for three purposes: 
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 Session management : Logins, shopping carts, game scores, or anything else 
the server should remember 
 

 Personalization : User preferences, themes, and other settings 
 

 Tracking : Recording and analyzing user behavior 

Generally cookies are used for session management, thus attackers try to steal its 
data for session hijacking. To secure cookie support the following fields than helps in 
data exposure:- 

 Cookie Name: Specify the name of the cookie for which the policies are to be 
applied. 
 

 Domain Name: Specify the domain from drop-down to which the cookie 
belongs. 
 

 Enable Immutable (Cookie Signing): Enable immutable to ensure that the 
specified cookie remains unchanged by the client. Any request with modified 
cookie value will be rejected. 
 

 Enable HTTP Only Flag: Specify marking the cookie with HTTP Only flag to 
prevent client side script from accessing and manipulating the cookie. 
 

 Enable Secure Flag: Specify marking the cookie with Secure Flag to ensure 
that the cookie is only sent over secured HTTPs channel. 
 

 Same Site: Same Site prevents the browser from sending this cookie along with 
cross-site requests. The main goal is mitigate the risk of cross-origin 
information leakage. It also provides some protection against cross-site 
request forgery attacks. 

STRICT - This value prevents the cookie from being sent by the browser to the target 
site in all cross-site browsing context. 

LAX - This value provides usability as well as security to the websites which needs to 
maintain the user’s logged-in session after the user lands from an external link. 

NONE - If selected, no action would be taken and cookies will be allowed to pass to 
external site. 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Policy / XML Policy 

XML Policy 

Configure XML Security Policy for XML based API webservice 

Overview 

XML Policy is a feature of HaltDos WAF that allows application owners to block 
unwanted requests that contains malware XML document or document size bigger 
than the size allowed by owner. Owner can set their own limit to which size he want 
to accept the XML document. Minimum and Maximum limits are defined below:- 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > Policy > XML. 
2. Configure your settings. 
3. Click on Save. 

SETTINGS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Maximum Children Numeric 100 
Maximum Depth Numeric 100 
Maximum Attributes Numeric 100 
Maximum Node Name Numeric 100 
Maximum Node Value Numeric 100 
Maximum Attribute Name Numeric 100 
Maximum Attribute Value Numeric 100 

 

 

XML Example:- 

  <bookstore> 
    <book category="children"> 
    <title>Harry Potter</title> 
    <author>J K. Rowling</author> 
    <year>2005</year> 
    <price>29.99</price> 
    </book> 
    <book category="web"> 
    <title>Learning XML</title> 
    <author>Erik T. Ray</author> 
    <year>2003</year> 
    <price>39.95</price> 
    </book> 
  </bookstore> 
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Maximum Children 
In this field specify the maximum child nodes that a XML document can have. In the ab
ove example i.e. 

(Tag <book> has 4 children’s). 

XML document can have minimum children 1 and it can have maximum children upto 10000. 

Maximum Depth 

In this field specify the maximum depth that a XML document can have. In the above e
xample maximum depth is 2 i.e.  

(Tag <book> is at depth 1 & its children is at depth 2).  

XML document can have minimum depth 1 and it can have maximum depth upto 1000000. 

Maximum Attributes 

In this field specify the maximum attributes for a single node of XML document. In the
 above example maximum attribute is 1 i.e.  

(Tag <book> has 1 attribute).  

XML document can have minimum attributes 1 and it can have maximum attributes upto 1000

. 

Maximum Node Name 

In this field specify the maximum node name size of XML document. In the above exa
mple maximum node name is 9 i.e. 

(Tag <bookstore> length is 9). 

XML document can have minimum node name size 1 and it can have maximum node name size

 upto 10000. 

Maximum Node Value 

In this field specify the maximum node value that a XML document can have. In the ab
ove example maximum node value is 12 i.e. 

(Tag <title> has value Harry Potter of length 12).  

XML document can have 1 minimum node value and it can have maximum node value upto 10

00000. 

Maximum Attribute Name 

In this field specify the maximum attribute name size of XML document. In the above 
example maximum attribute name is 8 i.e. 
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(Tag <book> has attribute category of length is 8). 

XML document can have minimum attribute name 1 and it can have maximum attribute name 

upto 10000. 

Maximum Attribute Value 

In this field specify the maximum attribute value size of XML document. In the above 
example maximum attribute value is 8 i.e. 

(Tag <book> has attribute category of length is 8). 

XML document can have minimum attribute value 1 and it can have maximum attribute value 

upto 1000000. 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Policy / JSON Policy 

JSON Policy 

Configure JSON Security Policy for Restful webservice 

Overview 

JSON Policy is a feature of HaltDos WAF that allows application owners to block 
unwanted requests that contains malware JSON or data size bigger than the size 
allowed by owner. Owner can set their own limit to which limit he want to accept the 
data or how much keys in JSON object he want to allow. Minimum and Maximum 
limits are defined below:- 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > Policy > JSON. 
2. Configure your settings. 
3. Click on Save. 

SETTINGS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Maximum Children Numeric 100 
Maximum Key Name length Numeric 100 
Maximum property value length Numeric 100 
Maximum Depth Numeric 100 

 

JSON Example:- 

  { 
  "employees": [ 
  { 
    "firstName": "John", 
    "lastName": "Doe" 
  }, 
  { 
    "firstName": "Anna", 
    "lastName": "Smith" 
  }, 
  { 
    "firstName": "Peter", 
    "lastName": "Jones" 
  } 
  ] 
} 
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Maximum Children 
In this field specify the maximum number of keys that a JSON object can have. In the a
bove example maximum children length is 3 i.e. (key employees has 3 children’s). 

JSON object can have minimum number of keys 1 and it can have maximum number of keys u

pto 10000. 

Maximum Key Name length 

In this field specify the maximum key name length that a JSON object can have. In the 
above example maximum key name length is 9 i.e. (key employees length is 9). 

JSON object can have minimum key name length 1 and it can have maximum key name length 

upto 1000. 

Maximum property value length 

In this field specify the maximum property value size in a JSON object. 

JSON object can have minimum property value size 1 and it can have maximum property value

 size upto 10000. 

Maximum Depth  

In this field specify the maximum depth that a JSON object can have. In the above exa
mple maximum depth is 2 i.e. (key employees is at depth 1 & its children firstName is at 
depth 2). 

JSON object can have minimum depth 1 and it can have maximum depth of keys upto 

1000000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://192.168.0.101:1313/docs/apps/waf/security-policy/json-policy/#maximum-depth
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules 

Security Rules 

Configure custom rules for your website 

HaltDos WAF comes with a pre-configured, platform-managed rule set that offers 
protection from many different types of attacks. These attacks include cross-site 
scripting, SQL injection, and others. With these managed rules, you can quickly get 
started and protect your web application or APIs against common threats like the 
OWASP Top 10 security risks, threats specific to Content Management Systems (CMS) 
like WordPress or Joomla, or even emerging Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 
(CVE). 

However, there are instances where you might want to write your own rules to 
augment platform-managed rule set rules. With custom rules, you can create your 
own rules, which are evaluated for each request that passes through WAF. These rules 
hold a higher priority than the rest of the rules in the managed rule sets. The custom 
rules contain a rule name, a rule priority, and an array of matching conditions. If these 
conditions are met, the specified action will be taken on the request. 

Custom rules support using compounding logic to make more advanced rules that 
address your security needs. For example, “(Condition 1 and Condition 2) or Condition 
3)” means that if Condition 1 and Condition 2 are met, or if Condition 3 is met, WAF 
should take the action that’s specified in the custom rule. Different matching 
conditions within the same rule are always compounded by using and. For example, a 
rule that uses and might specify to block traffic from a certain IP address, and only if a 
certain browser is being used. 

Unlike other WAFs, HaltDos WAF have multiple types of Rules designed to target 
specific use cases. 

 

Error Filtering 

These rules mask application exceptions and errors with user friendly pages 

Page Rules 

These rules allow you to configure redirections for your application 
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Form Validation 

These rules (Positive Security Model) enforce validation on different forms in your 
application. 

Log Rule 

These rules prevent HaltDos WAF from logging sensitive fields like password, etc. and 
adhere to your compliance policy 

Firewall Rules 

These rules (Negative Security Model) allow you to create custom security rules as per 
application logic 

Response Filtering 

These rules filter responses from applications and prevent sensitive data leaks 

Rate Limiting 

These rules restric over-usage of your application by throttling requests on matching 
users 

Whitelist Rules 

These rules allow to add exceptions on existing rules (custom and managed) 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules / Error Filtering 

Error Filtering 

These rules mask application exceptions and errors with user friendly pages 

Overview 

Error Filtering is a feature of HaltDos WAF that allows application owners to show 
custom user friendly pages without revealing internal exceptions generated by the 
application upon failure. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > WAF Rules > Error Filtering. 
2. Click on Add Rule and set relevant parameters described in table below. 
3. Click on Save. 

 

PARAMETERS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Domain Select from subdomains 
configured in Load Balancer 

None 

HTTP Response Code 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 501, 
502, 503, 504, 520, 521 

None 

HTML Content Select from HTML pages 
uploaded to WAF 

None 

 

 

Description 

 

Domain 

Sub-Domain for which the custom error page configuration has to be enforced. 

HTTP Response Code 

HTTP error codes for which error page need to be shown. 

HTML Content 

Uploaded desired HTML error page content which will be displayed when the 
specified error occurs. 
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Uploading HTML page to WAF 

Upload desired HTML error page content that will to diplayed on triggerring this rule. 

Instruction to upload a HTML is described below 

HTML Page Name 

Specify user-friendly name to the file content being uploaded. 

Add HTML Content 

Enter desired html error page content that will be uploaded and later displayed when 
specified error occurs. 

Accepted Values: HTML content. 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules / Page Rules 

Page Rules 

These rules allow you to configure redirections for your application 

Overview 

Page Rules is a feature of HaltDos WAF that allows application owners to redirect a 
request to another site or URL, temporarily or permanently on matching a particular 
URL pattern. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > WAF Rules > Page Rules. 
2. Click on Add Rule and set relevant parameters described in table below. 
3. Click on Save. 

 

PARAMETERS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Domain Select from subdomains 
configured in Load Balancer 

None 

Rule Name String None 
Rule Message Description for rule in String 

format 
None 

Match URL Absolute URL path None 
Forward URL Absolute URL path None 
Response Code 301, 302 None 

 

Description 

 

Domain 

Specify the sub-domain from the drop-down list on which the rule will be enforced. 
Any request on the specified URL in this sub-domain will be redirected or fowarded to 
the configured URL. 

Rule Name 

Specify a user-friendly name to the rule. The rule name takes aplha-numeric input. 

Message 
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The user can specify a short description to the rule. The description would explain the 
purpose of the rule. 

Match URL 

Specify the URL for which this rule will be applied. Any requests made on this URL, 
triggers this rule and the request shall be redirected or forwarded according to the 
rule. 

The match URL should follow the format: [http(s)://www.(*).HaltDos.io/(*)] 

Forward URL 

The user can specify the URL on which the request has to be redirected. All the 
requests that trigger this rule will be forwarded to this URL. 

The forward URL should follow the format: [http(s)://(*).HaltDos-1.io/(*)] 

Response Code 

In this option the end-user can decide that the redirection should be a permanent or 
temporary by selecting the option form the drop-down list. 

301 - Permanent Redirect 

302 - Temporary Redirect 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules / Form Validation 

Form Validation 

These rules (Positive Security Model) enforce validation on different forms in your 

application. 

Form Validation offers a positive security model of Application Firewall and allows 
enforcing specific values or a range of values or a range of values for various form 
fields of a web application form. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > Waf Rules > Form Validation. 
2. Click on Add Rule and set relevant parameters described in table below. 
3. Click on Save. 

 

SETTINGS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Domain Select from domains 

configured from the domain 

list 

None 

Rule Name String None 
Rule Message String None 

Match URI URI None 
HTTP Method GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, 

HEAD, CONNECT, OPTIONS, 

TRACE, PATCH 

POST 

 

Configuring Form Validation Rule 

 

Domain 

Specify the domain name on which the rule will be applied. 

Rule Name 

Specify a rule name to identify the rule which is to be created. 

Rule Message 

Specify a rule message contained more detailed description to identify the rule which 
is to be created. 
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Match URI 

Specify the URL of the form for which the form validation rule will be applied. 

 Example /login 

HTTP Method 

Specify the HTTP method on which the rule will be applied. 

By clicking on + Add Field button, the end-user can add the Field validation according 
to particular set value: 

Field Name 

Specify the name of the form field which you want the form validaion rule to validate. 

Validation 

Specify the type of validation to be implemented by selecting the validation type 
from the drop-down list. 

Accepted Values 

 Field Type - Specify the type of the field of the form 
o On Selecting Field Type in the adjacent dropdown select the required field type 

(Integer, String, Email etc). 
 

 Min Value - Specify the minimum value accepted by that form field. 
o On Selecting Field Type in the adjacent dropdown enter the minimum value of 

the form field. 
 

 Max Value - Specify the maximum value accepted by that form field. 
o On Selecting Field Type in the adjacent dropdown enter the maximum value of 

the form field. 
 

 Min Length - Specify the minimum length of the value accepted by that form field. 
o On Selecting Field Type in the adjacent dropdown enter the minimum length of 

the value of the form field. 
 

 Max Length - Specify the maximum length of the value accepted by that form field. 
o On Selecting Field Type in the adjacent dropdown enter the maximum length 

of the value of the form field. 
 

 Immutable field - Select this if you want the validate such that form field becomes 
immutable. 
 

o On Selecting Field Type in the adjacent dropdown select either true of false. 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules / Log Rule 

Log Rule 

These rules prevent HaltDos WAF from logging sensitive fields like password, etc. and adhere 

to your compliance policy 

Log Rules provides user the functionality to hide certain fields or sensitive data from 
the access logs to avoid misuse and sensitive data leakage 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > Waf Rules > Custom Log Rules. 
2. Click on Add Rule and set relevant parameters described in table below. 
3. Click on Save. 

SETTINGS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Domain Select from domains 
configured from the domain 
list 

None 

Rule Name String None 
Rule Message String None 

URI Regex Boolean False 
Specific URI URI / 

 

Configuring Log Rule 

 

Domain 

Specify the domain name on which the rule will be applied. 

Rule Name 

Specify a rule name to identify the rule which is to be created. 

Rule Message 

Specify a rule message contained more detailed description to identify the rule which 
is to be created. 
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URI regex 

Enablt this to specify if the value specified in Specific URI field to be treated as PCRE 
Regex or a string. 

Specific URI 

Specify the URI or regex (If the URI Regex field is enabled) for which log rule will be 
applied. 

By clicking on + Add Location button, the end-user can add specify the location to be 
hidden from the access logs: 

Location 

Specify the location in the HTTP Header where the specified value will be searched 

Accepted Values 

 ALL - Select this if the specified value has to be searched in the entire HTTP Request 
 

 Headers - Select this if the specified value has to be searched in the Headers part of 
the HTTP Header 
 

 Cookies - Select this if the specified value has to be searched in the Cookies part of 
the HTTP Header 
 

 Body - Select this if the specified value has to be searched in the Body part of the 
HTTP Header 
 

 Args - Select this if the specified value has to be searched in the Arguments section in 
the HTTP Header 

Value 

Specify the value to be searched in the specified location 

Location Regex  

Enable this if the specified value is PCRE Regex 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://192.168.0.101:1313/docs/apps/waf/security-rules/logging-rules/#location-regex
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules / Firewall Rules 

Firewall Rules 

These rules (Negative Security Model) allow you to create custom security rules as per 

application logic 

A Firewall Rule is used to set up a regulation on a particular domain. When a request is 
made to that domain, the WAF checks for the violation of a rule and carries out the 
appropriate action that is configured by the User. 

The following actions are available to the User: 

1. DROP REQUEST - If the Request to the subscribed domain matches the Firewall Rule, 
an event is generated but the request will not be allowed through the WAF. 
 

2. LOG REQUEST - An event is generated whenever the Request statisfies the Rule, but 
whenever the request passes through other rules its events are logged by HaltDos. 
 

3. BYPASS REQUEST - If the Request tests positive for the rule, no other rule is tested 
and the Request will be allowed through the WAF 

Configuring White List Rules 

Follow the Steps Given Below to configure a Firewall Rule: 

1. Go to WAF > WAF Rules for your particular Domain. 
2. Select the FIREWALL RULE Tab. 
3. Click on the ADD RULE Button and a pop-up box will open. 
4. Configure the Fields that are present. 
5. Click on SAVE RULE and the pop up will close. 
6. Lastly click on the SAVE button (Top Left Corner). 

Configurable Fields  

 

SETTINGS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Domain Drop Down List that contains 
eligible Domains For the Rule 

Domain Name 

Rule Name Name For the Configured 

Rule 
Name eg. Example Rule 

 

Rule Message Description For the Rule Brief Description eg. This Rule is 
used for Allowing Example API 

http://192.168.0.101:1313/docs/apps/waf/security-rules/firewall-rules/#configurable-fields
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Rule Action Action that should be 

performed when the Rule 

Condition is Satisfied 

Any action from the 
Drop Down List 

 

Match Regex Check the Match Pattern 
field through REGEX rather 
than String Check 

ON/OFF 

Match Pattern Pattern that has to be 

searched at the specified 

location. 

Valid URI eg. /login 

URI Regex Check the Specific URI field 

through REGEX rather than 

String Check 

ON/OFF 

Specific URI URI on which this Rule has to 

be applied 

Valid URI eg. /login 

Location Location of the entity that 

has to be white listed 

Any value from the Drop Down 
List 

Value Value at the Location that 
has to be checked for White 
Listing 

Value that you want to match at 
the specific location 

Location Regex Check the Location field 

through REGEX rather than 

String Check 

ON/OFF 

 

Note 

All Fields are required unless disabled by the UI. Default location is the URL. 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules / Response Filtering 

Response Filtering 

These rules filter responses from applications and prevent sensitive data leaks 

Overview 

Response Filtering is a feature of HaltDos WAF that allows application owners to filter 
responses from backend application servers for HTTP requests on matching specified 
URL pattern. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > WAF Rules > Response Filtering. 
2. Click on Add Rule and set relevant parameters described in table below. 
3. Click on Save. 

 

PARAMETERS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Domain Select from subdomains 
configured in Load Balancer 

None 

Rule Name String None 
 

Rule Message Description for rule in String 
format 
 

None 

Match URI Relative URL path 
 

None 
 

URL Regex 
 

Boolean 
 

True 

Filter Type 
 

Select from a pre-defined 
drop down 
 

None 

 

 

Description 

 

Domain 
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Specify the domain from drop-down list for which the custom error page 
configuration has to be enforced. 

Rule Name 

Specify a user-friendly name to the rule. The rule name takes aplha-numeric input. 

Message 

The user can specify a short description to the rule. The description would explain the 
purpose of the rule. 

URI Regex 

When enabled the match URI will be treated as a regex instead of complete string. 

Match URI 

Specify the URI for which this rule will be applied. Any requests made on this URI, 
triggers this rule and the respective response shall filtered according to the rule. 

The URI should be a relative URL and in format: [/home/(*)] 

Filter Type 

Replace all HTTP links to HTTPS links 

Hide Credit card Details 

Hide Social Security Number 

Hide Aadhar Number 

Custom Type 
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For Custom Filter Type following parameters are included 

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION ACCEPTED 
VALUES 

DEFAULT 

Case Insensitive Disable / Enable case sensitivity 
while matching search string 

Boolean True 

Replace ALL Occurances Enable / Disable replacement for all 
string matches 

Boolean True 

Regex Search 
 

Enable / Disable the search string to 
be treated as regex 

Boolean True 

Search for 

 

String to be searched in the HTTP 
response 

String None 

Replace with 
 

String to be replaced in the HTTP 
response 

String None 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules / Rate Limiting 

Rate Limiting 

These rules restric over-usage of your application by throttling requests on matching users 

Overview 

Rate Limiting is a feature of HaltDos WAF that allows application owners to enforce 
rate limiting on some of the pages which affect their website performance. 

Warning Manual configuration of rate limit rules is risky for adminstrators without 
the relevant training and experience. Badly conceived on misconfigured rate limit 
rules can result in loss of performance, incorrect behavior. 

How to Use 

1. Follow the links: Resource > WAF > WAF Rules > Rate Limit Rules 
2. Click on Add Rule and set relevant parameters described in table below. 
3. Click on Save. 

 

PARAMETERS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Domain Select from subdomains 
configured in Load Balancer 

None 

Rule Name String None 
 

Rule Message Description for rule in String 
format 

None 

Match URI Relative URL path None 
 

URL Regex 
 

Boolean False 

Limit Rate Integer 10 
Limit Burst Integer 20 

Limit On Select from a pre-defined 

drop down 

None 

 

Description 

 

Domain 

Specify the domain from drop-down list for which the custom error page 
configuration has to be enforced. 

Rule Name 
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Specify a user-friendly name to the rule. The rule name takes aplha-numeric input. 

Message 

The user can specify a short description to the rule. The description would explain the 
purpose of the rule. 

Match URI 

Specify the URI for which this rule will be applied. Any requests made on this URI, 
triggers this rule and the respective response shall filtered according to the rule. 

The URI should be a relative URL and in format: [/home/(*)] 

URI Regex 

When enabled the match URI will be treated as a regex instead of complete string. 

Limit Rate 

Specify the request rate for page. 

Limit Burst 

Specify the request burst rate for page. 

Note: Always limit burst must be greater than or equal to limit rate. 
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Documentation / Apps / WAF / Security Rules / Whitelist Rules 

Whitelist Rules 

These rules allow to add exceptions on existing rules (custom and managed) 

A whitelist is “the cybersecurity list,” granting only programs, IP and email addresses 
access to the network, which are approved by the administrator. It blocks something 
that is not on the list. 

Whitelist Rules helps to list services that access your site regularly (APIs, crawlers, 
payment providers, etc.). Whitelists are not one-size-fits-all; whitelists are tailor-made 
managers based on their particular needs and desires. ouTube, for example, has 
released a whitelisted YouTube Kids version that goes off of handpicked, age-
appropriate videos rather than algorithmic recommendations. 

Here’s another use case: To reduce insider threat—a cyber-attack caused behind 
company doors—businesses with BYOD policies whitelist websites they consider safe 
for employees to visit when using their private network. 

Configuring White List Rules 

Follow the Steps Given Below to configure a Whitelist Rule: 

1. Go to WAF > WAF Rules for your particular Domain. 
2. Select the WHITELIST Tab. 
3. Click on the ADD RULE Button and a pop-up box will open. 
4. Configure the Fields that are present. 
5. Click on SAVE RULE and the pop up will close. 
6. Lastly click on the SAVE button (Top Left Corner). 

Configurable Fields 

 

All Fields are required unless disabled by the UI 

SETTINGS ACCEPTED VALUES DEFAULT 

Domain Drop Down List that contains 
eligible Domains For the Rule 

Domain Name 

Rule Name Name For the Configured 
Rule 

Name eg. Example Rule 
 

 

Message Description For the Rule Brief Description eg. This Rule is 
used for Allowing Example API 

Custom Rule ID ID that you assign the Rule 9 Digit Number 
 

 

URL Regex 
 

Check the Specific URI field 
through REGEX rather than 
String Check 

ON/OFF 

Specific URI URI to whitelisted for this 
Rule 

Valid URI eg. /login 
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Location Location of the entity that 
has to be white listed 

Any value from the Drop Down 
List 

Value Value at the Location that 

has to be checked for White 

Listing 

Value that you want to 
match at the specific 
location 

 

Location Regex Check the Location field 

through REGEX rather than 

String Check 

ON/OFF 
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Documentation / Account 

Account 

Frequently asked questions and account related queries 

HaltDos platform offers various services - called apps which you can subscribe to for 
every resource. In exchange of these services we charges some amount from your 
account periodically on the basis of usage of the services. Your invoice with recurring 
services and additional consumption will be issued on your normal bill cycle day which 
is one month from your sign up date. 

Services for the base amounts provided are billed in advance. Any additional 
consumption over those base amounts will be billed in arrears on a monthly basis. 

 

How to Change Your Password 

Change the HaltDos account password. 

How to Reset Your Password 

In case you've forgotten your HaltDos password. 

How to Update User Details 

Update the user details. 
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Documentation / Account / Change Password 

How to Change Your Password 

Change the HaltDos account password. 

Overview 

Changing your password through the HaltDos Portal is a simple process. This article 
will provide a step by step walkthrough. 

If you are unable to log into the HaltDos Portal, you can also reset your password. 

How to Use 

1. Go to Login page. 
2. Select Profile from the User drop-down in the top right corner. 
3. Click the Change Password button. 
4. Fill all the mendatory field. 
5. Click on Save Changes. 

Complexity Requirements 

All passwords must meet the HaltDos password complexity requirements. All 
passwords must be a minimum of 8 characters and meet all the requirements below. 

 Contain one or more lower case characters 
 Contain one or more upper case characters 
 Contain one or more numerical digits 
 Include one or more special characters, such as @, #, $ 

To configure the desired settings, configure the following parameters:  

 

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION ACCEPTED 
VALUES 

DEFAULT 

Current Password Specify the current password of 
HaltDos account. 

Password None 

New Password 
 

Specify the new password of 
HaltDos account. 

Password None 

Confirm Password Specify the confirm password of 
HaltDos account, which are same as 
new password. 

Password None 

 

 

 

 

 

http://192.168.0.101:1313/docs/account/change-password/#to-configure-the-desired-settings-configure-the-following-parameters
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Documentation / Account / Reset Password 

How to Reset Your Password 

In case you’ve forgotten your HaltDos password. 

Overview 

In case you’ve forgotten your HaltDos password, resetting it is a simple process. 

How to Use 

1. Go to Login page. 
2. Click on Forgot Your Password? You’ll be prompted to enter your email address. 
3. Enter your email address. 
4. Click on Submit button. 
5. Please check your email address for a reset link which will take you to a page to set 

your new password. 

To configure the desired settings, configure the following parameters: 

 

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION ACCEPTED 
VALUES 

DEFAULT 

Email Specify the email address of the 
user. 

Email None 
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Documentation / Account / Update User Details 

How to Update User Details 

Update the user details. 

Overview 

If you want to change the HaltDos user details like contact number, company name 
and country name. 

How to Use 

1. Go to Login page. 
2. Select Profile from the User drop-down in the top right corner. 
3. Fill the details you want to update. 
4. Click on Save. 

To configure the desired settings, configure the following parameters: 

 

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION ACCEPTED 
VALUES 

DEFAULT 

Name Specify the Name of the user. Name User Name 
Phone Number Specify the Phone Number. Number Phone 

Number 
Organization Specify the the comapny name. Name None 

Country Specify the Country. Country None 

 

Name 

 

Specify the name of user in alphabets when user want to update the name. 

 Accepted values: String 
 
 Default: Not Empty 
 
 Eg. ABHISHEK 
 

Phone Number 

 

Specify the Phone Number of the user. 

 Accepted values: String 
 
 Default: Empty 
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 Eg. 1234567890 
 

Organization 

 

Specify the Organization of the HaltDos user. 

 Accepted values: String 
 
 Default: Empty 
 
 Eg. HaltDos 
 

Country 

 
Specify the Country of the HaltDos user. 

 Accepted values: String 
 
 Default: Empty 
 
 Eg. India 
 


